PRESS KIT

Career
2019: 		

FIA Formula 2 (Campos Racing)

2018: 		

FIA Formula 2 (ART Grand Prix)

2017: 		
GP3 Series (ART Grand Prix)
		2nd overall
2016: 		
GP3 Series (Arden International)
		5th overall
2015: 		
Formula Renault Eurocup
		Champion
		Formula Renault Alps
		Champion

WHAT IS F2?

		Pro Mazda Winterfest
		Champion
2014: 		
Formula Renault Eurocup
		7th overall

JACK AITKEN

2013: 		
Formula Renault Northern European Cup
		2nd overall
2012: 		
Intersteps Championship
		3rd overall
2003-2011:

Date of birth:
Place of birth:

Karting

September 23, 1995
London

Jack Aitken is a British-Korean racing driver
from London, and one of the most promising
young drivers in motorsport. In 2019 he is
the Renault Formula 1 Team’s Test Driver.
He will also compete in the FIA Formula 2
Championship with Campos Racing.
Beginning his career in karting before
moving into single-seaters at the age of
16, Jack went on to claim two titles in the
highly-competitive Formula Renault category
in 2015, winning both the Eurocup and Alps
championships with nine race wins in total.
When Renault returned to F1 team ownership
the following winter and created the Renault
Sport Academy to develop its drivers of the
future, Jack was a natural choice.
With Renault’s support, he headed to the GP3
Series on the F1 support bill in 2016 and
finished a strong fifth in the standings in
his rookie season against more experienced
opposition. In the second half of the campaign
he achieved a run of seven podium finishes

in nine races, including a win at the iconic
Spa-Francorchamps circuit in Belgium.
In 2017 Jack returned for a second season
in GP3, switching teams from Arden to ART
Grand Prix, and claiming the runner-up
position in the championship. During the
season, his progress was rewarded with his
first test in an F1 car.
For 2018, Jack was promoted to a new role
with the Renault F1 Team, and he went
on to take part in the in-season test at
Barcelona and a Pirelli tyre test at Suzuka.
He also stepped up to Formula 2 with ART,
claiming his maiden victory in Spain.

www.jackaitken.com
Twitter:
@JaitkenRacer
Facebook: facebook.com/jaitkenracer
Instagram: jaitkenracer

WHAT IS F2?

THE SERIES

THE CAR

The FIA Formula 2 Championship is the
premier feeder series to F1. It provides a
superb opportunity for young drivers to
showcase their talent in front of the F1
fraternity, with 12 rounds all run during grand
prix weekends.

The current Formula 2 car was introduced
for the 2018 season, replacing the previous
model that had been raced since 2011.

The series was founded as GP2 in 2005 and
has produced a number of successful F1
drivers ever since, including world champions
Nico Rosberg and Lewis Hamilton. At the
start of 2017, following an agreement with the
world motorsport governing body, the series
became the FIA Formula 2 Championship,
completing the FIA’s single-seater ladder
from Formula 4 up to Formula 1.
All the cars in F2 are identical, putting the
emphasis on the skill of the competing teams
and drivers.

The F2 2018 car has been designed to mirror
the latest updates in F1 design, and to
maintain the championship’s reputation for
great wheel-to-wheel racing. It also features
the halo cockpit protection device seen in
F1 as well.
The new car is powered by a V6, 3.4-litre
turbocharged engine made by Mecachrome,
delivering 620 horsepower at 8,750 rpm.
It can accelerate from 0-100kph in 2.9 seconds
and from 0-200kph in 6.6 seconds, reaching
a top speed of 335 km/h. There is a six-speed
longitudinal Hewland sequential gearbox
with paddle shift.
The car features a Drag Reduction System
similar to that used in F1, which can be
activated by the driver in designated zones
when running less than one second behind
the car in front.

All the cars use Pirelli tyres, developed with
a similar philosophy to their F1 counterparts.
This included deliberate degradation to teach
the skill of tyre management and encourage
close racing.

www.fiaformula2.com
Twitter:
@FIA_F2
Facebook: /F2FIA
Instagram: fiaf2championship

Sakhir, Bahrain
March 29-31

Baku, Azerbaijan
April 26-28

Barcelona, Spain
May 10-12

Monte Carlo, Monaco
May 23-25

Le Castellet, France
June 21-23

Spielberg, Austria
June 28-30

Silverstone, Great Britain
July 12-14

Budapest, Hungary
August 2-4

Spa-Francorchamps, Belgium
August 30-September 1

Monza, Italy
September 6-8

Sochi, Russia
September 27-29

Yas Marina, United Arab Emirates
November 29-December 1

THE CALENDAR

2019
The Formula 2 calendar for 2019 consists of
12 rounds, all of them supporting F1 GPs. It
includes classic circuits such as Silverstone,
Spa, Monza and Monaco, as well as newer
tracks like Baku, Sochi and Yas Marina.

THE TEAM

ABOUT
Jack drives for Campos Racing, a Spanish
team that has enjoyed success across a
number of different categories. It was founded
in 1997 by ex-F1 driver Adrian Campos, who
went on to guide a young Fernando Alonso
on his way to the top of the sport.
The team took part in the first season of
GP2 in 2005, and went on to win races with
Giorgio Pantano and Vitaly Petrov in 2007
and claim the teams’ championship a year
later, when Petrov was partnered by Lucas di
Grassi. For the following five years, the GP2
team raced as Addax under the leadership
of Alejandro Agag, earning further triumphs
with the likes of Romain Grosjean, Sergio
Perez and Giedo van der Garde, and winning
another teams’ title in 2011.

Meanwhile, Campos earned an entry into
Formula 1 for 2010, with the project later
transferred to Hispania. Campos Racing
returned to GP2 in place of Addax in 2014
and quickly won again with Arthur Pic, and
on three occasions with Rio Haryanto the
following season. It has also successfully
expanded into the GP3 Series – now FIA
Formula 3 – and competes in the FIA World
Touring Car Cup.

www.camposracing.com
Twitter:
@CamposRacing
Facebook: /CamposRacing
Instagram: camposracing

RENAULT SPORT FORMULA 1 TEAM

ABOUT
In 2019, Jack is serving as Test Driver for the
Renault Formula 1 Team, having graduated
from the Renault Sport Academy following
three years on the programme.
In his role, Jack attends Grands Prix when his
F2 commitments allow, observing the race
team and sitting in on engineering debriefs.
He also takes part in official test sessions –
his first outing this season came in Bahrain,
after previous running in Barcelona and
Suzuka during 2018. Alongside this, he works
on the simulator at the team’s factory at
Enstone in Oxfordshire.
Renault returned to the F1 grid as a works
team at the start of 2016, but the French
car manufacturer’s history in the sport goes
back much further. It made its debut at
the 1977 British Grand Prix with the first
turbocharged F1 engine, and Renault went on
to claim drivers’ and constructors’ titles as
an engine supplier to teams such as Williams
and Benetton.

Renault would go on to purchase the
Benetton team, based at Enstone, and
return to F1 as a constructor in 2002. In
2005 and 2006 the Renault F1 team won
both the drivers’ and constructors’ titles
with Fernando Alonso.
While the team underwent a change of
ownership under the Lotus name, Renault
continued to win championships as a
supplier to Red Bull Racing. In 2016,
Renault took charge at Enstone once more
with the long-term aim of challenging
for further titles.
www.renaultsport.com
Twitter:
@RenaultSportF1
Facebook: /RenaultSportFormulaOneTeam
Instagram: renaultsportf1

PARTNERS

RENAULT

STILO

Renault operates in 127 countries with a
range of nearly 30 models. Founded in 1898,
Renault has marked automotive history
since the start, under the banner of affordable
innovation and a thirst for new challenges.
Adapting to driver requirements and to its
times, Renault is continuously renewing the
design of its vehicles. Innovating to make life
better and to serve the driver and passengers
is central to the identity of the Renault brand.
The objectives are to make driving easier and
improve comfort. Secondly, innovation in
engine technologies contributes to vehicle
excellence by continuously optimising power,
performance and handling.

STILO was founded in 1999 by former Italian
Rally Champion, Ludovico Fassitelli and his
wife Elena Perini. Their initial product line
was the first open face helmet in the world
designed around the intercom and a series of
state of the art rally radio intercom systems.
This quickly expanded to a complete line
of the highest quality - lightweight helmets,
integrating headset earmuff speakers,
microphone, air, and drinking systems.
Fassitelli said “the integration of all of these
options into the shell of the helmet
maintains the integrity of the helmet that
might otherwise be compromised by third
party modifications.” This industry first is
the primary reason Stilo has become the
favorite of WRC, F1, and other professional
drivers worldwide.

www.renault.com

www.stilo.it 
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www.jackaitken.com
Twitter:
@JaitkenRacer
Facebook: facebook.com/jaitkenracer
Instagram: jaitkenracer

